Celebrity Couple News: Meghan
Trainor Celebrates One Year
Anniversary with Daryl Sabara
By Marissa Donovan
Pop singer Meghan Trainor celebrated her first anniversary
with boyfriend Daryl Sabara on July 2nd. She uploaded a video
on Instagram in tribute to their special day. According to
Cosmopolitan.com, Trainor shared that her first kiss with the
Spy Kids actor was in a bowling alley and that he inspires her
songwriting. Her new album is said to have a song called
“Marry Me.” Maybe we can expect to hear celebrity wedding
bells soon?

This celebrity couple is super
cute! What are some special ways to
celebrate your first anniversary?
Cupid’s Advice:
If your first anniversary is coming up this summer, then you
have many options to celebrate your first year together! Here
are some date ideas on what you should do to honor your
anniversary:
1. Visit a botanical garden: Surround yourself in a beautiful
landscape to commemorate the special occasion. Bring a camera
and document the many flowers you’ll see! You may get inspired
to create your own green oasis as a couple!
Related Link: Celebrity News: Meghan Trainor Talks Boyfriend

Learning Sign Language After Her Vocal Surgery
2. Go on a dinner boat cruise: Relax and enjoy each other’s
company with stunning ocean views. You can share a meal
together and reminisce on all the moments you’ve share. A
dinner boat cruise is a lovely getaway that both of you will
remember for anniversaries to come.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Meghan Trainor Gushes
Over Boyfriend Daryl Sabara
3. Go berry picking: Find your nearest strawberry or blueberry
field and go berry picking for the day! Get competitive and
see who can pick the most or gather enough berries together
for a celebratory desert. No matter what you chose, this
anniversary day will be extra sweet!
Are you excited to hear Meghan Trainor’s new music? How would
you celebrate a first anniversary? Let us know in the
comments!

Celebrity
News:
Meghan
Trainor
Talks
Boyfriend
Learning Sign Language After
Her Vocal Surgery
By Christa Ganz
In recent celebrity news, pop music superstar Meghan Trainor
opens up about last years secret vocal surgery. Trainor, 23,

got emotional on The Ellen DeGeneres Show, which aired on
April 7. “I really couldn’t talk since December,” explains
Trainor. When speaking about her difficult journey to
recovery, Trainor can’t help but open up about her celebrity
relationship. During a heartwarming story, Trainor expressed
her gratitude toward boyfriend Daryl Sabara. According to
UsMagazine.com, the 24-year-old Spy Kids actor stuck by
Trainor’s side the whole time. Trainor tells Ellen, “The real
trooper was my boyfriend because he learned sign language for
me. I would spell out words for him. He just stuck with me
through it. He was great … He’s better than whatever I wished
for.” Trainor and Sabara began their relationship in fall of
2016. While they haven’t been together long, Trainor isn’t shy
about her pride in her relationship. In her interview with
Cosmopolitan for the May 2017 issue, Trainor reveals why she
feels so strongly for Sabara. “I never really felt sexy with
guys before. No one expressed how they liked my body out loud
in the bedroom until I met Daryl. He is obsessed with it —
every inch. He’s a champion, so we’re in heaven.”

This celebrity news has us awww’ing
majorly! What are some ways to
support your partner through a
health scare?
Cupid’s Advice:
Getting news from the doctor can be a scary experience. Here’s
how to support your partner during this rough time:
1. Offer up: A helpful way to show your support is by offering
comfort. Ask if you can pick anything up to make them feel
better, such as food, dessert, movies, books, pillows and
anything they might request. Let your partner know you’re
there to relieve them of any burden or discomfort.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Meghan Trainor Gushes
Over Boyfriend Daryl Sabara
2. Go with them: With their consent, join your partner as they
attend their doctors visits. Sometimes feeling alone can be
the hardest part of a health scare. Show your partner they
don’t have to go through this alone.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Miranda Lambert’s Boyfriend
Anderson East ‘Couldn’t Be More Proud’ After ACM’s Wins
3. Keep them occupied: If they are well enough to go out,
bring them to the movies or dinner. If it’s best they don’t
leave the house, bring the entertainment to them! Host a game
or movie night to lift their spirits during a difficult time.
Have a story about supporting your partner through a health
scare? Let us know by commenting below.

Celebrity Couple News: Meghan
Trainor Gushes Over Boyfriend
Daryl Sabara
By Kayla Garritano
Dear future husband? Meghan Trainor opens up about dating Spy
Kids actor Daryl Sabara, gushing over him. According to
EOnline.com, the singer seemed head over heels when talking
about him. Daryl joined Meghan on her most recent tour, and at
her performance at CBS Radio’s We Can Survive concert in
Hollywood on Saturday she announced, “Daryl’s here tonight. He

just chills with me everywhere. He’s amazing and makes me feel
like a princess.” Earlier this month, Meghan put aside the
dating rumors and posted a selfie of the celebrity couple on
Instagram with the caption, “I [heart] Madrid ..and this guy.”

This celebrity couple news has us
feeling so happy for Meghan! What
are some ways to show your love for
your partner publicly?
Cupid’s Advice:
Love is a beautiful thing! It makes you feel so happy, you
just want to shout it to the world! If you want to show off
your love, Cupid is here with some relationship advice:
1. ‘Gram it: Social media is the main place everyone takes
their relationship. Whether it’s making it Facebook official,
or posting a cute selfie like Meghan Trainor on Instagram,
many people will see the love you have for your partner. So
share the love, and get a few “likes” for it.
Related Link: New Celebrity Couple Hilary Duff & Jason Walsh
Go Public with Relationship on Instagram
2. PDA: When you’re out with your significant other, hold
their hand, kiss them on the cheek, and just do little public
displays of affection that warm your partner’s heart. Don’t
overdo it; no one wants to feel uncomfortable, but don’t be
embarrassed to show your partner off!
Related Link: Celebrity News: Johnny McDaid Gets Courteney
Cox’s Initials Tattooed on His Wrist
3. Say “I love you”: Don’t be afraid to exclaim your love with
words in public. You may not be able to announce it to a huge

crowd at a concert like Meghan, but saying your love out loud
is a cute gesture. You may even get a couple of “awwws” from
people passing by.
How have you shows your love for your partner publicly?
Comment below!

Single
Celebrity
Meghan
Trainor Auditions Husbands in
New Music Video
By Maggie Manfredi
Another hit from Trainor! According to People.com, Meghan
Trainor released her new music video for pop song “Dear Future
Husband” on Monday. The song from this single
celebrity features Trainor herself, competing bachelors, a
suburban backdrop, all set to her upbeat song. The songstress
also announced she will begin her tour, MTrain, starting in
July. The questions is, will Trainor be a single celebrity for
much longer?

Single celebrities face challenges
“auditioning”
for
the
right
partner, too. What are three ways
to measure your future dates?
Cupid’s Advice:

Finding the right match can be a tricky thing, even for single
celebrities like Trainor! Cupid has some dating advice on how
to evaluate your potential matches:
1. What are you looking for?: It’s not only about the things
that attract the eye, but also what your futures hold. Are you
both single and looking for something casual, or is one of you
thinking you’d like to settle down and start a family? These
are some things to figure out early on in your relationship
and love life with someone.
Related Link: Single Celebrity Meghan Trainor Says She ‘Hasn’t
Kissed A Boy In Forever’
2. Etiquette early: It may be a bit old fashioned, but there’s
nothing wrong with simply being polite! Does your date have
manners and treat you with respect? Perhaps he or she even
holds the door for you? Take these moves into consideration,
because if your date is rude, that is a quick deal breaker in
Cupid’s eyes.
Related Link: Justin Bieber Confirms He’s ‘Super Single’
3. If you want to be my lover…: Yes, it is the Spice Girls
special, and as they say, “You gotta get with my friends.”
Make sure your date is not only compatible with you, but is
also compatible with the people you care about most in your
life. If this person is going to be your partner, you need the
support of your friends and family. Trainor sings, “Don’t
leave me lonely and know we’ll never see your family more than
mine.”
Do you have a first date horror story? Share with us below!

Single
Celebrity
Meghan
Trainor
Says
She
Hasn’t
Kissed a Boy ‘in Forever’
By Rebecca White
Relationships and love are overrated! According to
UsMagazine.com, single celebrity Meghan Trainor said she
hasn’t kissed a boy “in forever.” Trainor has been focused on
her career and working on her confidence since the beginning
of her stardom. She hasn’t had time for dating and
relationship advice, but now that she’s gained new confidence,
she’s excited for the right guy to come along, She says she
knows he’ll be worth the wait.

Whether you’re a single celebrity
or not, it can be tough to find the
right match. What are some unique
ways you can find someone new?
Cupid’s Advice:
Single celebrities often face the same difficulties we do, as
it’s hard to find someone new! But don’t worry, because with
Valentine’s Day around the corner, Cupid is working hard to
find your perfect someone. Here are some unique ways to find
someone new:
1. Get yourself out there: You don’t need us to tell you that
you aren’t going to find someone sitting on your couch. Try
getting more involved in the community, or at your work.

Attend functions and events, and you’re likely to run into
someone with similar interests.
Related Link: 3 Dating Mistakes That Prove It’s Time to Use a
Matchmaker
2. Don’t make the same mistakes: Don’t only focus on how to
find someone new, but also how to avoid someone wrong. Don’t
date a different version of your ex, because it didn’t work
out the first time. Try someone new and exciting.
Related Link: Let Perfect 10 Introductions Help You Find Your
Perfect Match
3. Take a class you’ve always wanted to take: Focus on
yourself as well, and take a class you’ve always wanted to
take, whether it’s screenwriting, or an art class. Chances are
you’ll meet a lot of new people, and you can always ask that
cute guy who sits in front of you to go out after class.
How do you find someone new? Comment below!

